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Proactively managing the performance of
your site’s applications is necessary to ensure

continuous availability and to maintain acceptable
application performance levels.   

The growing dependence of companies on applications that
run their core business processes has made the need to manage
application performance more important than ever. In addition,
as more and more companies begin to Web-enable their mission-
critical applications, users expect quick response times and 24x7
access. This sheer increase in number of users and complexity of
applications can quickly lead to missed service levels, increased
costs and lost customers. As a consequence, ensuring continuous
availability and acceptable application performance levels has
become an urgent priority within both IT organizations and
business units.  

A GROWING DEMAND TO MANAGE
APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

Although “customer-facing” applications such as those running
on point-of-sale terminals and banks’ automated teller machines
have been around for some time, the advent of the Internet has
greatly increased the visibility of response time for these types of
applications.  With the recent Web-enabling of many back-office
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and front-office Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) applications, mainframe-
based customer support applications that were once only available
to internal help desk personnel are now being made directly
available on a self-serve, 24x7 basis to customers via the Web.
Such Web-based access has also increased the unpredictability
and variability in demand for applications. Whereas once mostly
internal users could access their company’s computer systems,
now in addition to customers, manufacturers and distributors also

have direct access to each other’s computer systems to determine
inventory levels, check on the status of orders and perform other
routine tasks. This increased visibility, combined with larger
numbers of users now able to access applications, is one of the key
factors contributing to a rise in interest in Application Performance
Management (APM). 

Now, more than ever, it is imperative that both business units
and IT organizations pay special attention to the performance of
their applications to ensure that they meet acceptable service levels.
In addition to responding quickly to crises, reducing transaction
response times and pinpointing excessive CPU consumption,
organizations must deliver applications with consistently high
performance and continuous reliability.

WHAT EXACTLY IS APM?

“Application management” has become a nebulous term. Today
trade journals categorize a wide range of tools — from software
distribution mechanisms to protocol analyzers to systems manage-
ment software that plugs into high-end management systems —
as “application management” solutions. Confusion still reigns
even if one narrows down this catchall category more specifically
to the performance management segment of application manage-
ment.  As more startups jump into the performance management
arena, “APM” has taken on a host of different meanings. In fact,
although some network management tool vendors’ products
(which are touted as application management software) can point
to an application as slowing down a network, they can’t drill
down into the specifics of any particular application.

Compuware Corporation’s APM Lab (formerly Programart
Corporation) defines APM not as software, but as a management
discipline that enables enterprise IS organizations to deliver efficient1

1. An “efficient” application completes its processing using the minimum amount of time and 
system resources.
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and responsive2 applications and to maintain high standards of 
application performance throughout the lifecycle. Taking the life-
cycle of an application into consideration is important: APM is
most effective when it is viewed as a shared responsibility between
the development and production organizations throughout the life
of an application, as shown in Figure 1. 

ASSESSING AN ORGANIZATION’S APM MATURITY:
THE FIVE LEVELS

At Compuware’s APM Lab, we categorize the “process maturity”
of organizations by the discipline with which they continuously
practice APM and by the processes they use to implement APM.
(See Figure 2.) Adapted from Carnegie Mellon’s Capability Maturity
Model for Software3, our Process Maturity Model classifies an
organization’s approach to application performance management
into one of five levels, depending upon its level of commitment to
the APM process.

Organizations that identify themselves at Level 1 of the chart in
Figure 2 are essentially in a reactive, fire-fighting mode; they are called
upon to fix problems when applications have started to run unac-
ceptably slowly or are somehow no longer accessible.  

Organizations that are at an APM level of 2 are continually
reclaiming resources from their production environments. They regu-
larly evaluate and improve the performance of those mission-critical
applications that happen to have a high CPU- or wait-time and correct
any performance degradations that may result from changes to user
programs, system software and increased workloads.

Organizations at an APM process maturity level of 3 or above not
only continually reclaim production resources, but also have proce-
dures in place to prevent application inefficiencies from entering
production. These organizations have checkpoints or other processes
— a sort of preventive health maintenance of their applications —
built into their development cycles to verify application efficiency
and responsiveness prior to turnover. This means that they tend to
be more proactive and spend much less time finding and fixing
performance problems in their applications.

“APM” has taken on a host of different
meanings. In fact, although some network

management tool vendors’ products
(which are touted as application

management software) can point to an
application as slowing down a network,
they can’t drill down into the specifics of

any particular application.

At process maturity levels of 4 or 5, organizations have explicitly
established accountability for application performance and are
committed to ensuring continuous improvements of their APM
processes. Often, however, even in organizations with the best of
intentions, short-term needs tend to displace long-term gains. As a
consequence, maintaining the discipline required to achieve higher
levels of process maturity is often a challenge.

There are, indeed, benefits to be gained at every level of the APM
process maturity model. Depending upon the frequency and sever-
ity of their production performance problems, even organizations at
Level 1 can reap significant benefits by identifying and fixing the
causes of resource-consumptive applications. However, when orga-
nizations can implement an APM program at a Level 2 or above,
they begin to achieve greater and sustained benefits, as illustrated
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FIGURE 1: THE LIFE CYCLE OF AN APPLICATION 
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FIGURE 3: BENEFITS OF APM

2. A “responsive” application responds to online user input or completes batch processing with-
in a specified period of time.

By sharing application performance responsibility over the lifecycle
of an application, APM can be viewed as an on-going process.

Organizations display different degrees of APM process 
maturity, with increased maturity yielding greater and more
consistent benefits.

An organization can achieve considerable benefits, depending
upon its level of commitment to a regularly scheduled and ongoing
APM practice.
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in Figure 3. At these levels they can rou-
tinely defer processor upgrades, avoid the
costs associated with application inefficien-
cies that are entering production and mini-
mize the lifetime costs of their applications.

DEVELOPING AN 
APM PROGRAM

The first step in implementing an APM
program is to develop a plan for initiating
APM activities. This plan needs to address
the following topics:

◆ the organization’s APM goals 

◆ a list of applications targeted for 
performance improvement or evaluation

◆ products that will be used to measure 
and analyze application performance 

◆ how existing organizational procedures 
will be need to be modified 

◆ how the APM products selected will 
need to be customized to meet the
unique needs of the organization 

◆ who within the organization will be 
responsible for various aspects of plan
implementation 

◆ what the organization’s educational 
requirements might be

◆ how the organization may want to monitor 
the effectiveness of its APM plan as
well as track the use of its application
performance management products

The following step-by-step guide illustrates
how to create an APM program.

1. Define the organization’s APM goals:
The APM goals of an organization can
vary from delaying a CPU upgrade, to
enabling new applications to run using
existing production capacity, to managing
overall costs, or to ensuring new applica-
tions meet anticipated service levels.
Some of the factors that will influence
how comprehensive the scope of the
plan is will depend upon the organiza-
tion’s corporate goals, the resources
available, whether methodologies and
standards already exist within the orga-
nization and the number of specific
applications that need to be examined.

2. Determine the list of applications 
targeted for performance improve-
ment: The method chosen for designating
applications for performance improve-
ment is one of the most important 
considerations for an APM program.
For example, an organization may choose
to target applications that use the most
computing resources (the “heavy hitters”).
Or, it may choose to focus on analyzing
applications to determine which job steps

in a batch processing job represent the
most significant bottlenecks to the
completion of processing (critical-path
analysis).  Alternatively, an organization
might decide that it is primarily concerned
about the performance of its mission-
critical applications. Still other organi-
zations may implement checkpoints at
unit and integration test phases during
development and before applications
are put into production.

Another selection method involves
an analysis of an organization’s growth
rate. The objective for an organization
that chooses this method is to contain
costs associated with CPU processing.

Finally, organizations may choose to
look at their entire portfolio of production
applications and evaluate the overall
efficiency of these applications. Much
of this will depend upon how an organi-
zation perceives itself on the APM
process maturity continuum. The
method chosen for selecting applications
for performance work will depend upon
the problems that the organization is
experiencing in production. The table 
in Figure 4 summarizes the application
selection criteria, along with the level
of effort associated with each choice.

3. Identify the products that will be used
to measure and analyze application
performance: Once it has been deter-
mined that there are sufficient applica-
tions within the organization that would
benefit from periodic performance
checks, the organization needs to review
and select from commercially available
performance measurement and analysis
products. For example, STROBE and
APMPOWER are the application perfor-
mance management products offered by
Compuware’s APM Lab.

4. Modify existing procedures: In prepa-
ration for an APM program, certain tasks
need to be performed. For example,
existing procedures in place within an
organization need to be reviewed and
modified to include APM tasks. 

The extent to which existing proce-
dures must be modified depends upon
the organization’s APM level when the
program is initiated and whether there
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Method of 
Performance Concern Selecting Application Time/Effort Level

Shrinking batch window Heavy-hitter lists Medium
Critical-path analysis Medium

Reduce CPU costs Heavy-hitter lists Medium
Growth-rate analysis Medium

Quantify performance- Heavy-hitter lists Low

Savings results Mission-critical applications Low

Disaster recovery preparation Mission-critical applications Low

Maximize efficiency of entire Production portfolio analysis High
production portfolio

FIGURE 4: SELECTING APPLICATIONS BASED ON PERFORMANCE GOALS

Application selection criteria vary depending on the organization's performance goals.

3. Carnegie Mellon’s Software Engineering Institute developed the Capability Maturity Model for Software (CMM or SW-CMM). This model — which identifies five levels of commitment to 
disciplined software development — is used to judge the maturity of the software processes of an organization and to identify key practices that are required to increase the maturity of these
processes.  See www.sei.cmu.edu/cmm for more information about CMM or SW-CMM. 
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are formal processes in place at the
organization. Candidates for modification
include system development methodolo-
gies, programming standards, testing pro-
cedures, quality assurance procedures
and change-control procedures.

5. Customize APM products: Optimally,
all personnel involved in an APM
program will need access to perfor-
mance management products at their
workstations. These include any pro-
duction support or technical services
groups that will be supporting product
use, as well as any application groups
that will be analyzing application
performance. Some degree of customiza-
tion is usually required to analyze the
applications selected as well as to
ensure appropriate access.

6. Assign responsibilities to the appro-
priate people: The plan developed
needs to stipulate the types of personnel
who will participate in the implementa-
tion. It should also include a descrip-
tion of the general responsibilities of
each member. In many organizations
the burden of application performance
is placed on a small subset of IS personnel
— most often systems programmers or
capacity planners. However, organizations
that involve both application developers
and technical services personnel will
realize the greatest benefits. Certainly
any organization desiring a Level 3 or
higher implementation should include
application developers on the team.

For both production applications and
applications in development, the plan
must state who will identify the appli-
cations that will be targeted for perfor-
mance improvement. These people will
also then be responsible for submitting
performance evaluation requests for target
applications, analyzing the results
gathered by the APM products, making
the necessary changes to the applications,
tracking results and sharing perfor-
mance information.

7. Define the organization’s educational
requirements: Participants in an APM
program will need training in the
appropriate performance management
products and in any 
new procedures and methodologies.

The APM plan will need to explicitly

list the overall goals of the program to
identify how these will be measured
and to list dates by when these will be
achieved. Finally, to ensure the success
of an APM program, the plan should
establish motivations that encourage
involvement and cooperation of all
groups.

8. Monitor plan effectiveness: In conjunc-
tion with regularly scheduled reviews of
both development and production
applications, the APM team needs to
establish procedures for an annual APM
check-up. This allows the team to assess
the costs of the APM program relative
to actual savings, assess product-use
trends and establish goals for the
upcoming year. Someone from the
company supplying the APM products
used should also assist in the evaluation.

TAKE THE LONG VIEW

As suggested earlier in this discussion,
one key to effective long-term resource uti-
lization is for IT organizations and business
units to jointly develop an APM plan.
Compuware’s APM Lab offers application
performance assessment and APM plan
development services that can help jump-
start such an APM program. Beyond this,
strong management commitment from all
parties concerned is essential to ensure that
an APM program is implemented and exe-
cuted effectively.  This will go a long way
toward minimizing emergencies as well as
controlling costs, satisfying customers and
supporting continued corporate growth. 

Bruce Klenk is director of product planning
at Compuware Corporation’s APM Lab in
Cambridge, Mass. He can be reached at
klenk@programart.com. 

Implementing “Health
Checks” into the

Development Life Cycle
Today’s applications run in complex

environments and locating resource
demand has become increasingly
challenging. As a consequence,
regularly scheduled sessions to
examine the performance of an
organization’s large applications are
often not a priority until an emer-
gency occurs. 

For applications developed in-house,
one way to ensure near-optimal
performance is to incorporate checks
into every stage of the product
development life cycle. So, for exam-
ple, at the unit testing, regression
testing and integration stages —
before an application is even released
into production — the APM team
needs to periodically look for poten-
tial “hot spots” that might turn out
to be high resource consumers in a
production environment.


